Molecular rotors remain a fascinating topic – the idea of creating a miniature motor just seems to capture the imagination of scientists. Garcia-Garibay and his group have synthesized the interesting rotor 1, and in collaboration with the Houk group, they have utilized computations to help understand the dynamics of this rotor.¹

The x-ray structure of this compound, shown in Figure 1, displays two close interactions of a hydrogen on the central phenyl ring with the face of one of the steroidal phenyl rings. Rotation of the central phenyl ring is expected to then “turn off” one or both of these C-H⁻π interactions.
The authors argue this as a competition between the molecule sampling an enthalpic region, where the molecule has one or two favorable C-H···π interactions, and the large entropic region where these C-H···π interactions do not occur, but this space is expected to have a large quantity of energetically similar conformations.
These are shown in Figure 1. No competing conformation was found to have two such interactions. Computations of the chemical shifts of these conformations show the upfield shift of the central phenyl hydrogens. Fitting these chemical shifts to the temperature data gives $\Delta H = -1.74 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}$, $\Delta S = -5.12 \text{ esu}$ and $\Delta G = -0.21 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}$ for the enthalpic region to entropic region transition.
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